
 

An Amazing Award by British Council brings glory to Carmel School (CBSE) Moodbidri 

 



 



Carmel School, Moodbidri rejoices at the victory of an International School Award by the 

British Council received in the month of May 2016. This award is valid for a period of 

three years where schools have to undertake a series of activities, projects, exhibitions 

fieldtrips related to global educational themes.  

 

As part of the ISA project process, the following projects were organized. 

A project on flowers for KG included activities like collecting of pictures of flowers, making 

scrap books, quiz, Fancy Dress Competition, Roleplay, a visit to a flower garden etc. 

Grade 1 had undertaken a project on “Pet Animals”   their favorite topic. They learnt food 

habits, nature and behavior of five pet animals namely Savannah cat of 

Tanzania,Chinchilla  Rabbit of Russia, Basenji dog of Kenya,Himalayan rat of France,  Ring 

Neck Parakeet of India, through various activities. 

“Harvest Festivals” was the project of Garde 2. They were excited to learn about the 

harvest festivals of five different countries. They enjoyed their field trip to paddy field. 

 They were dumbfounded after they witnessed the growth of tender paddy crop. All other 

activities also helped them to appreciate the tradition and culture of different in relation 

to these festivals.  

The fourth project was on “Rainy Season”by Grade 3. Their main aim was to enjoy the 

freshness of showers of rain, to learn about the things used in this season and to compare 

and contrast the amount of rainfall with four different countries of study. 

The students of grade 4 and 5 worked on a project “Land Transport”. They displayed the 

traffic rules which are necessary for their safety through a role play, an exhibition, 

elocution etc. 

Learning a little more about “Nutritious Food” was the topic of the Sixth project by grade 

6 and 7. Everyones mouth watered as they entered the room were these students had 

displayed yummy nutritious dishes on the exhibition day. Many delicious dishes of     

Keyna , Tanzania , Brazil, UK and India  were exhibited and given needed information  to 

all the guests. 



The last project was on “Dance”. The students of Grade 8 studied five types of dances of 

Tanzania, Sri Lanka, Maxico, Japan and India. They displayed the dances of countries of 

study on different occasion like Annual Day, Independence Day, Republic Day etc. Both 

boys and girls put steps to the different music of those countries with enthusiasm. They 

made a detailed study on these dances through internet, encyclopedia, skype, 

powerpoints and other sources.  

All the necessary evidences like scanned copies of photographs of different activities, 

evaluation sheets, reports, feedback of parents, teachers and students, questionnaires, 

worksheets etc. Were compiled into a Dossier along with the information about the 

school reports by the Principal, and school in charge, International Dimension policy and 

future plans were submitted to the director of ISA Projects of British Council at Chennai 

centre in the month of March. 

The Dossier was assessed and the School was awarded with an International School 

Award (ISA) in the month of May. The school is also presented with an ISA mark to be 

used (as a small image) on school website, letterhead, prospectus, newsletter and other 

school publications and stationery during the period of accreditation.                                                   

 



The hard work and efforts of the teachers and the students had yielded a bumper crop for 

them in the form of an award raising the 

school to the International Policy.  

 

 

 

                             
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 



 
 
 

 

 



 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


